
Is Java and JavaFX any good for 
Display (or should just we go straight 

to HTML5)?
A brutal way fight between JavaFX and HTML5 

(with SVG trying to spoil the party?)

Mark Stephens
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Official Disclaimer

No kittens were harmed (or even woken up) in the making 
of this presentation
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Spoiler in case you need to go early

Short answer
It all depends...

Now the long answer
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Talk structure

Introducing me and meet you.
Lessons on display from PDF (and how we convert it)
Quick JavaFX, HTML5, SVG comparison
Recap of what Java offered before JavaFX
JavaFX
HTML5
SVG (in less detail)
Show down time
What do you think
Pub (Inn/tavern?)

audience participation (in blue)
(is that okay?)
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Mark’s Bio

Speaker at conferences - Seybold, JavaOne, Business of Software
Working with Java and PDF since 1997
Founded IDRsolutions 1999
MA degree in Mediaeval History from St Andrews 
My top management/IT guru is Douglas Adams

Ask me about JavaFX, Java, HTML5, SVG, PDF, or anything which happened before 1500AD  
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My background - What we do

Mix of commercial and Open source

Commercial 
PDF library (server or clientside)
PDF 2 HTML5, SVG, JavaFX/FXML

Open Source 
PDF viewer
PDF 2 JavaFX/FXML
JBig2 Decoder
PDF plugins for IDEA, Eclipse, NetBeans
Contribute code to JAI libraries
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I have been testing performance of 
HTML5/JavaFX with my 2 lovely 

assistants

Does anyone have one? What do you think of it?
Prediction: How well does HTML5 run on a Pi? 

(find out at the end)
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And who are you?

Which of the following is you?
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My knowledge of Java

Never been there. Is it nice?
Just starting out.
There are just too many technologies in Java to ever 
know all of them but I do know....
I understood most of what the speakers said at Devoxx.
I understand everything Mark Reinhold says.
I’m James Gosling

Remember (NOT) to tell embarrassing James Gosling anecdote
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My browser of choice

I am stuck on IE6. Help!
Chrome
Safari
IE (with ChromeFrame)
Firefox
Opera
Something else....
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My favorite environment is

Eclipse
NetBeans
IDEA
Emacs (or Vi)
Parleys
I mix and match.
I wrote my own in binary for maximum productivity...
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Oracle’s stewardship of Java is

Something my lawyers told me not to discuss
@£$%^!@$£
Good
Bad
Nice to see some money spent on it.
I still keep calling it Sun...
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JavaFX

is the version of Java for adults
just refuses to die
Not as good as Swing
Possibly interesting
The future of software...
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Anyone still using Flash?

I have to maintain lots of legacy systems :-(
No. No. No.
Why would you use anything else...
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HTML5, SVG and JavaFX matter 
because...

Now we have ‘web apps’ 

What do you think of web apps versus apps?

In the beginning we had Apps, applets and web pages.
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PDF is a binary file format
Mark’s favorite PDF browser
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Why do people still use PDF 
(or what is important for display)

Inertia
High quality display
Advanced typographic capabilities
Fast, robust and flexible
Cross platform
Open standard
Decent toolset 
Lots of experience in the marketplace

Sounds a bit like a computer language you may have heard of...
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Which means

High quality precise text with fonts
Images with clipping and blend transparency
Vector graphics
Colour support
Scaling
Self-contained package - single file to deploy
User interaction (forms, search navigation, links, thumbnails)
Javascript
Animation
Link into server...
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How do we convert PDF 
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Do you know what the TWO biggest 
headaches have been for us?

Your suggestions first....

Spaces

Fonts
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How similar are SVG, HTML and 
JavaFX (Java) images?
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How similar are SVG, HTML and 
JavaFX (Java) text?
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How similar are SVG, HTML and 
JavaFX (Java) shapes?
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Interesting PDF tools/apps online

pdf.js

Scribd

Google docs

glassfish.idrsolutions.com

Google Maps...
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Google Maps is an interesting tool
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PDF, Swing/Graphics2D, JavaFX, 
HTML5, SVG drawing

A ‘surface’ you draw onto
Draw, test, shape, color, stroke primitives.
Opacity (transparency)
Image support
Clipping (mask)
Animations
As much Anti-aliasing as possible
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Display in Java before JavaFX
Sun’s old libraries, Sun’s dead libraries, other libraries

AWT
Swing
Graphics2D

JAI
Java3D

Swt (Eclipse) 
ULC (Canoo)
Others (any suggestions?)

What makes them good or bad?
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JavaFX

Java FX 1.x - scripting language
Java FX2.x - Lets look at some....

    private synchronized javafx.scene.image.Image getTexturedPage(int pageNumber) {
            
            BufferedImage raw = pdf.getPageAsImage(pageNumber);
            BufferedImage result = new BufferedImage(quality,quality,BufferedImage.TYPE_INT_ARGB);
            Graphics2D g2 = (Graphics2D)result.getGraphics();
            g2.rotate((rotation/180.0)*Math.PI,quality/2,quality/2);
            g2.drawImage(raw,0,0,quality,quality, null);
            
            WritableImage wr = null;
            if (raw != null) {
                wr = new WritableImage(raw.getWidth(), raw.getHeight());
                PixelWriter pw = wr.getPixelWriter();
                for (int x = 0; x < raw.getWidth(); x++) {
                    for (int y = 0; y < raw.getHeight(); y++) {
                        pw.setArgb(x, y, raw.getRGB(x, y));
                    }
                }
            }
            
            return wr;               
    }

It looks like Java (because it is - you just need jfxrt.jar) 
Transitions and timelines
Eye candy
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Standard Java rules apply to JavaFX

File size

Naming conventions (1?.java is not allowed)

JavaFX has a very neat tool to package all the content 
up. Any suggestions?

Its called a jar file!
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FXML

XML based version of JavaFX which can be loaded from Java

JavaFXML Files Demo Time
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JavaFX is growing quickly

Good - lots of new stuff

Bad - I keep having to review my JavaFX code
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JavaFX and CSS

Do you know what CSS is?

JavaFX supports CSS 3.0

CSS is not complete

CSS can be applied to any Node

You can mix and match Java and CSS
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JavaFX example from Java

Very similar to Swing/SWT
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JavaFX example from CSS (css)

Plain text file (no tags needed)
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JavaFX example from CSS (css)

Setup access in Java and load fonts
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JavaFX example from CSS (accessing)

Same code block with CSS to set font
(note we can mix and match Java and CSS)
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JavaFX works with ‘old stuff’

    BufferedImage bf = null;
        try {
            bf = ImageIO.read(new File("C:/location/of/image.png"));
        } catch (IOException ex) {
            System.out.println("Image failed to load.");
        }
 
        WritableImage wr = null;
        if (bf != null) {
            wr = new WritableImage(bf.getWidth(), bf.getHeight());
            PixelWriter pw = wr.getPixelWriter();
            for (int x = 0; x < bf.getWidth(); x++) {
                for (int y = 0; y < bf.getHeight(); y++) {
                    pw.setArgb(x, y, bf.getRGB(x, y));
                }
            }
        }
 
        ImageView imView = new ImageView(wr);

What does this code do?
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JavaFX can be inside Swing

JavaFX threads with Swing Threads can be interesting
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Where JavaFX is very ahead...

JavaFX display is a tree with Nodes.
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But still some ‘features’
Can you see the problem?

Reflection does not factor in what is visible
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JavaFX Demo Time
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JavaFX tools

Built-into NetBeans 7.3

Plugins for your other IDEs (also have CSS/Javascript 
plugins)

Ensemble

Scene Designer (In theory will also load files)
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JavaFX - Ensemble
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JavaFX - Scene builder
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What does JavaFX need to succeed 
(and kill off Swing)?

Location? 
Facebook integration?
Better Javascript?

Audience participation time again

My biggest requirement is printing.

Unlike Swing JavaFX tries to solve ‘general’ problems 
not ALL problems.

If you need CMYK images, you are out of luck...
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Elephants in the room

Image support (especially JPEG2000 and Tiff)
(you are using our patched version of JPEG200 JAI 
library?)
Mobile platforms (Android and IPad)

Can you suggest any other items?
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HTML5
Backwards compatibility
Canvas
Multimedia support
Better CSS support
Location
Offline storage
Embed SVG
Javascript

Brings HTML up to date and fills in ‘gaps’ ? 
Any HTML gurus here?
How does the Canvas layer interact with other content?
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HTML5 multimedia demo
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HTML5 canvas
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So how good is HTML5
Which is the PDF page?
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Which is the HTML5 and PDF page?
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So how good is HTML5
Which is the PDF page?
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HTML5 canvas performance demo
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CSS, Javascript and Canvas can interact
function setFontSize(divName,pixelSize,actualWidth) {
	
 var el = document.getElementById(divName);
	
 adjustCharSpacing(el,actualWidth);

	
 adjustWordSpacing(el,actualWidth);

	
 var rawFontSize=pixelSize;

	
 var fontChange=0;

	
 el.style.fontSize = pixelSize+'px';
	
 var rawWidth=el.offsetWidth;
	
 var lastRawWidth=actualWidth;
	
 if(pixelSize>12 & rawWidth>5 & rawWidth!=actualWidth){
	
 	
 if(rawWidth>actualWidth){
	
 	
 	
 while (rawWidth>actualWidth & lastRawWidth!=rawWidth){
	
 	
 	
 	
 pixelSize--;
	
 	
 	
 	
 el.style.fontSize = pixelSize+'px';
	
 	
 	
 	
 lastRawWidth=rawWidth;
	
 	
 	
 	
 rawWidth=el.offsetWidth;
	
 	
 	
 }
	
 	
 	
 var lastDiff=lastRawWidth-actualWidth;
	
 	
 	
 var nextDiff=actualWidth-rawWidth;
	
 	
 	
 if(lastDiff<=nextDiff){
	
 	
 	
 	
 pixelSize++;
	
 	
 	
 }
	
 	
 	
 fontChange=rawFontSize-pixelSize
	
 	
 }else{
	
 	
 	
 while (rawWidth<actualWidth & lastRawWidth!=rawWidth){
	
 	
 	
 	
 pixelSize++;
	
 	
 	
 	
 el.style.fontSize = pixelSize+'px';
	
 	
 	
 	
 lastRawWidth=rawWidth;
	
 	
 	
 	
 rawWidth=el.offsetWidth;
	
 	
 	
 }
	
 	
 	
 var lastDiff=actualWidth-lastRawWidth;
	
 	
 	
 var nextDiff=rawWidth-actualWidth;
	
 	
 	
 if(lastDiff<=nextDiff){
	
 	
 	
 	
 pixelSize--;
	
 	
 	
 }
	
 	
 	
 fontChange=pixelSize-rawFontSize;
	
 	
 }
	
 	
 if(fontChange>5)
	
 	
 	
 el.style.fontSize = pixelSize+'px';
	
 	
 else
	
 	
 	
 el.style.fontSize = rawFontSize+'px';

	
 	
 if(pixelSize!=el.style.fontSize){
	
 	
 	
 adjustCharSpacing(el,actualWidth);
	
 	
 	
 adjustWordSpacing(el,actualWidth);
	
 	
 }

	
 }
}
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HTML5 and CSS

Supporting multiple browsers can be ‘messy’

#t2_1 {
	
 -webkit-transform:matrix(0.97,0.0,-0.20,0.97,99, 159);
	
 -ms-transform:matrix(0.97,0.0,-0.20,0.97,99, 159);
	
 -moz-transform:matrix(0.97,0.0,-0.20,0.97,99, 159);
	
 -o-transform:matrix(0.97,0.0,-0.20,0.97,99, 159);
	
 FONT-SIZE: 18px;
	
 FONT-FAMILY: IGNACK-RaleighBT-Roman;
	
 color :rgb(35,32,32);
}
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HTML5 tools

Font error reporting is NOT good :-(
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Google Demo Time 
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Browser support
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Font support
Postscript
TrueType
OpenType

Do you know the difference?

EOT

WOFF (use this one!)

Font support varies (even better the same browser)

Debugging fonts in very hard!!!
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Useful font tools
Fontforge
Dutch Type Library OT Master
Microsoft Font Validator
sfntly (Google)
Anyone visited google?
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HTML5 Demo Time
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Does the number of Glyphs effect 
performance
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Javascript

Originally named to pick up on Java’s success...

Everything we moved to Java to avoid...
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Javascript (and HTML forms) Demo
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SVG

Yesterday’s technology of tomorrow?

XML based.

Ability to include HTML5, CSS and Javascript

Forms support is not good

Now works in main browsers
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SVG does a good rendering job
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SVG Demo Time
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THINKING OUT OF THE BOX

We are actually using SVG to overcome some HTML5 
limitations and HTML5 to overcome some SVG limitations!
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Which page is not SVG?
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SVG in HTML demo

So  maybe it is wrong to think of HTML5 or SVG
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Does HTML5 or SVG scale better?
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HTML5 and SVG support complex 
transforms demo
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The key to the success of SVG/HTML5 
will be how well the browsers work

Are browsers more compatible than Android/iOS devices?
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HTML5 v JavaFX on a Pi
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Contact details

Twitter : javaPDF
Blog: http://blog.idrsolutions.com
Email: markstephens@idrsolutions.com

Thank-you for inviting me...
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JavaFX, SVG, or HTML5. Your call...
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